TRIP RECAP

NEW MEXICO ANTELOPE

We’ve been doing this event for a long time, and for good reason. In my opinion, this is one of the best guaranteed-tag antelope hunts in North
America. From top to bottom, it has it all. Great hunting, amazing food and a staff that makes you feel like family.
Guests arrived from all over the United States. From Connecticut to Florida to Texas to California, these CLUB Members traveled many miles with
hopes of putting their tag on a great New Mexico buck. Upon arriving in camp and getting settled into their rooms, guests headed out the range
up on the mesa behind the lodge to double check zero on their rifle. After all was confirmed, Chuck, the head cook at the lodge, called us all
inside for the first of many amazing meals.
The next morning, the smell of coffee filled the air and conversation was heavy as hunters prepped for the day. I went out with one group, while
our photographer, Nick Trehearne, covered another. Leaving the lodge and setting out for the over 270,000 acres on this ranch is always a cool
feeling. I have done this particular SOA five times, and the sheer size and trophy quality of this ranch is always a reason to keep coming back.
As the morning went on the texts of downed bucks started rolling in. We all gathered back at the lodge and welcomed back successful hunter
after hunter, all peering into the back of several trucks at proud trophies. The stories and laughter filled the air while I sat back and took photos,
taking it all in. This is what this hunt is all about.
Over the next three days we went 14 for 14, continuing our 100% success streak with this outfitter. They truly run a world-class operation from
top to bottom and it gets harder and harder to leave each time. But there’s always next year! If you’re looking for a first-class Antelope hunt,
New Mexico is the place to get it done.

